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A Letter from Chuck Sherman
Dear Class of 1966,
At a meeting on July 10, the Class of 1966 Executive Committee enthusiastically endorsed a proposal that our Class
contribute $160,000 as a restricted gift to Dartmouth to underwrite a new D.O.C. facility to be named the Class of 1966
Lodge.
This is a project that supports students directly, not only members of DOC, but any student group, fraternity or sorority,
club or organization, seeking an off-campus meeting place. Located in Etna just twenty minutes from the campus and
within a fifteen minute walk from parking near an Appalachian Trailhead, the Class of 1966 Lodge will also be available
to any alumni group interested in an off-campus meeting site. For example, we will be inaugurating our Lodge over the
Homecoming Weekend with a Friday evening supper. An ATV will be available to transport handicapped classmates
and others.
This amount we seek to raise is a major portion of the cost of construction and
maintenance of the new lodge recently completed on the site of the former Fred
Harris Cabin that many of you will remember. In exchange, the lodge will bear our
name and will place “1966” on the lips of students for years to come, as I’m sure
you all remember the “1902 Room.”
A two-page description of this project has been prepared by Dartmouth Outdoor
Programs and is included as the “centerfold” (pages 6 and 7) of “Along Route ‘66”.
Links to more photos of the student-initiated construction and to a map showing
the route from Hanover to the 1966 Lodge are available on the Class of 1966
website at www.alum.dartmouth.org/classes/66.
Like our first major Class Gift, the Memorial Field Scoreboard, it will be funded by our Class through special solicitations, not from our annual dues ($50) or special projects ($16) contributions. As with the scoreboard, contributions can
count toward the current Campaign for the Dartmouth Experience. If you have already contributed to the Campaign,
some of your contribution may be re-designated toward this Class of 1966 Gift. To be clear, gifts are totally separate
from, and do not count toward, the Dartmouth College Fund.
The lodge is large and beautiful. It will be used by thousands of students and alumni over the years to come. We will
use it extensively for our own future reunions and minis.

We hope you are supportive of the project and will help with the funding. Other classes of our
era have raised large amounts to fund significant capital additions to the College, including
1957 ($750,000 for the John Sloan Dickey Library room in Haldeman Hall), 1965 ($1,065,063
to remodel the balcony of Webster Hall into the Rauner Library), and 1967 ($250,000 to endow
a “Space for Dialogue” in the front hallway of the Hood Museum). This new gift will not diminish
our ongoing projects: two 1966 Dickey Fellows, our Athletic Sponsors Program donation, our
annual payment toward our Class Scholarship, and memorial books for classmates who have
died. The Lodge will not diminish the $70,000 we have already set aside to offset the cost of
our 50-Year Reunion.
This lodge funding opportunity arose when two of us were present at a dedication ceremony at
the cabin site when the Director of Outdoor Programs mentioned that naming rights were available. We were first to respond, and luckily so, because other classes expressed interest
after us, and were told 1966 has priority. It is a chance to support an historic and
unique part of Dartmouth that has been underfunded by the current administration.  
Our name would go on the building NOW and give it OUR identity.  
Jim Lustenader has agreed to head up a team of classmates who will be contacting you for donations towards this Class Gift.  Jim will be ably assisted by Jim
Weiskopf and Dick Birnie.  We are seeking pledges that can be paid over a three
year period, leading to our 45th Reunion in 2011.   Our internal goal is to have
pledges in-hand to reach our $160K commitment by the D.O.C.’s 100th
Anniversary during 2009.  We are already receiving contributions.  You may send your check made out to DARTMOUTH COLLEGE CLASS OF 1966 LODGE to Dartmouth College, 6066 Development Office, Hanover, NH 03755.
We are eager to receive your comments and contributions.
Sincerely,
Chuck Sherman, President

Fall Mini-Reunion
Mini-Reunion Chairman Terry Lowd is in the midst of planning the 2008 Homecoming Mini, scheduled
for October 17-18.  New this year will be a Friday afternoon event at the afore-mentioned Class of 1966
Lodge in Etna, including a hike for early-arrivers and a supper before the Parade of the Classes.  By
popular demand, we will also be returning to Margo and Paul Doscher’s beautiful home in Norwich
for Saturday morning brunch and class meeting, the Hanover Inn for a post-game reception with the
classes of 1964-68, and the Norwich Inn for the Saturday night dinner.
A sign-up sheet and tentative schedule are on page 11. Please fill it out as soon as possible and send
it to Terry with your payments for the Friday supper, Saturday post-game reception, and Saturday dinner. The weather should be great, plenty of color should still be on the trees, so we expect a sizeable
turnout.  See you there!   
Planning Continues for 65th Birthday Party
The Planning Committee led by Mini-Reunion Chair Terry Lowd
held a conference call on July 30 to finalize the schedule for the
Class 65th Birthday Party, May 22-25 in Santa Fe.  It was decided,
based on a survey of classmates planning to attend, to forego any
pre- or post-Birthday walking tours or camping trips and focus on
the core weekend.
Activities will start on Friday night, May 22, with a reception at the
La Fonda (headquarters) Hotel.  Dinner that evening will be on an
individual basis, although “block” reservations will be made at a
number of nearby restaurants.  A bus trip to Bandelier National    
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Monument will follow Saturday morning, taking advantage of Rebecca and Mike Bromley’s offer:  “I
could lead an all day hike to Shrine of the Stone Lions in Bandelier with a stop at an unexcavated pueblo ruin along the way. For those who would not be enthralled by a 12 mile hike Rebecca could organize
a much milder, but still interesting, alternative to include some combination of another section of the
Monument, a hike down to the Rio Grande Gorge, the Puye Cliff Dwellings, some interesting Hispanic
villages, or possibly the Georgia O’Keefe property.  Your suggested reading list should include, in addition to the Tony Hillerman books, one called The Delight Makers by Adolphus Bandelier, after whom the
Monument is named. It is an old book but was rereleased a few years ago and should still be available.”  
For those classmates and guests not interested in hiking, there will be alternative activities, including tennis (organized by Jeff Futter), golf (see below), gallery and museum hops, and shopping.  Box
lunches will be available for all.
Saturday evening will mark our initiation into Medicare with a dinner, birthday cake, and presentation by
author Tony Hillerman, most likely at the Fenn Gallery, a mecca of southwestern art.  The dinner itself
will be in an outdoor garden under the stars!    
An all-day excursion to the pueblo at Taos is being organized for Sunday with sightseeing stops along
the way.  Dinner is being planned at an authentic southwestern cuisine restaurant on the way back to
Santa Fe.  Again, box lunches and alternative activities, including a horticultural tour (organized by Margie Carpenter), golf, tennis, and shopping, will be offered.  For those staying in and around Santa Fe,
transportation in private cars will be offered to the restaurant.
Monday, the weekend would conclude with a “good-bye” brunch.  The Committee, consisting of Terry,
Eric Treisman, Al Keiller, Roger Brett, Dick Birnie, and John Rollins, is currently developing the
budget and classmate cost for the event.
Accomodations and Golf
The La Fonda Hotel on the Plaza will serve as the “headquarters” hotel; a block of 50 rooms is available at $189 per night regardless of length of stay.  To make reservations, call 800-523-5002 and mention “Dartmouth Class of 1966 Birthday Party”.
The Committee is negotiating with the Sage Inn, a more economical alternative, to reserve a block of
rooms for the “Dartmouth Class of 1966 Birthday Party” at $79 per night.  The Sage is about a ten minute walk from La Fonda. Both hotels have websites for comparison purposes and are recommended by
classmates who have stayed at each.  There should be resolution/details by the next newsletter.  
For ‘66 golfers, tee-times will be reserved on both Saturday
and Sunday at the Black Mesa Golf Club, about 1/2 hour north
of Santa Fe in Espanola.  The course, rated #2 in New Mexico
by Golfweek and the “Best New Affordable Public Course”
(2003) in the US by Golf Digest, has a course rating of 72.7
and slope of 124.  Greens fees are $87.
3.

Transportation to Santa Fe
Airlines that fly into Albuquerque include Southwest, Northwest/Delta, United, Continental, American,
USAir, ExpressJet, and Frontier.  Because of Southwest, fares are fairly reasonable, if you’re close to a
Southwest departure airport.  “Sunport” Airport is about an hour’s drive from Santa Fe.
Bill Ramos writes, “I am absolutely planning to attend the
Santa Fe gathering (fate & health permitting).  I am almost
certain to get there by flying in my own plane (a Cessna
414).  Being of sound mind & body (at present) I hereby
make the following offer: I will fly any & all ‘66ers & family
from Albuquerque to Santa Fe and back.  The 43 nautical
mile flight should take about 16 minutes (add in taxi and
climb out time it will be closer to 25 min).  I can take up to 6
people per trip (NOT counting myself) in twin-engine, pressurized, air conditioned comfort.  (Passenger number IS
contingent on the size (weight) of the passengers and their baggage.  Obviously, safety is paramount.)  
I have been flying since 1968 and have a Commercial license with over 2000 hours of flight time.” Anyone interested can contact Bill at wramos66@aol.com.
John Pearson contacted Terry Lowd with another transportation idea.  John has an associate who has a self
contained vintage railroad car (see www.nyc-3.com).
The car is available in New York and could take four
couples from NYC to Santa Fe via Chicago. It could
return via the same route or possibly go on to the west
coast, up the coast and back via the Sierra Nevadas
and the Colorado Rockies. One way, part way and day
trip options would be available to classmates from both
coasts and to classmates living anywhere along the
route the train will follow.  The car would stay in Santa  
Fe for the weekend and could be used to host cocktails, the Monday brunch, etc. (It also comes with its
own chef!!).  Any interested classmates should contact John as soon as conveniently possible at 401862-5343 or mcvene@yahoo.com..

News from Classmates
Congratulations to David Godine, recipient of an Honorary Degree in the Fine Arts from Leslie University on  May 22nd.

Pete Barber sent along another photo of the
Burnham Soccer Field dedication in Hanover in
April.  Pictured left to right are  Bill Jevne, Howard
Dobbs, John Carpenter ‘64, Pete, Bill Duval, and
Larry Geiger.
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Speaking of Larry Geiger, he has served as our Class Secretary for forty-two years (yikes!!), our
longest-serving class officer. Yet, ever modest, he rarely tells us in the Dartmouth Alumni Magazine
Class Notes what he’s up to.  So, after some arm-twisting, he shared the following: “I joined the National Kidney Foundation in late December in the newly created position of Vice President, Marketing &
Communications from a similar spot with the American Red Cross in Greater New York. Kidney disease
is common, harmful and treatable.  About 350,000 people with kidney disease are staying alive through
dialysis.  About 70,000 people are waiting for a lifesaving kidney transplant. NKF is dedicated to preventing kidney disease and helping patients and their families affected by the disease, which 26 million
adults in the U.S. have. Since it’s a silent disease, and only emerges when the kidneys are near failure,
most of those who have the disease, usually people with high blood pressure or diabetes, don’t know
they have it. So we devote a lot of effort to public education, urging people to get screened for kidney
disease at their own doctor or at one of our own free early evaluation programs. We also develop clinical guidelines for treatment that are followed around the world by doctors, nurses and other kidney
health care processionals, advocate for kidney patients in Washington DC, and donate millions each
year to young researchers and scientists working on kidney disease cures and treatment.
I’m involved in marketing our outreach programs, annual conference, membership, our fund raisers
(walks, car donations, golf tournaments) and all aspects of communications -- from the website to an
embryonic national advertising campaign.  So I’m still in the ad business -- helping an organization
that’s all about helping people live healthier lives. Not bad!
I left the White Plains (NY) Board of Education after 18 years in 2002. Just on a couple of committees
as a volunteer -- the Foundation for Public Education in White Plains and the White Plains High School
Hall of Fame Steering Committee. My wife, Amy, is the dedicated volunteer, contributing her time and
talent regularly to the public schools and White Plains Hospital. My job has some travel around the US
to meetings and to visit local offices. Most astounding discovery: my daughter Maggie, a NYC High
School English teacher, is heading to Hanover this weekend for her 10th Reunion!! Wow. Younger
daughter Pam, a special events planner for non-profits, just returned from her 5th at Connecticut College.  So who feels old?”  Besides writing for us, Larry has also served as Secretary and Class Notes
editor for his Harvard Business School section for forty years!
Steve Sloca shared a story about Larry that he may not want to
share with Maggie ’98.  Seems that in the spring of 1966, Steve
wrote an editorial for The Dartmouth supporting co-education.  
The Editorial Board, shown left to right, Charlie Wilmot, John
Calhoun, Steve, Roger Kline, Chris Langley, Larry, and Nelson Lichtenstein, voted 4-3 in favor of running Steve’s piece.  
Voting against: Larry Geiger!!

Ed Grew sent along news and a photo: “This year I have been preoccupied with writing two research proposals to the National Science
Foundation for support of my research on Antarctic minerals and rocks.
Priscilla and I attended the annual meeting of the American Association
for the Advancement of Science in Boston where I received the certificate for Fellows of the Association from its president, Nobel Laureate
David Baltimore.  My travel plans for the coming summer include Matsue, Japan, where I will make my debut into meteoritic science.”
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Eight miles from campus and a 15 minute walk from the nearest
road, this Lodge is the first DOC structure on the Appalachian
Trail east of the Velvet Rocks shelter in Hanover. Beautifully
appointed with custom trim, oak flooring and natural round
railings, the cabin is both spacious and cozy. Fully-insulated with
state-of-the-art log-building techniques, it is suitable for winter
use despite the main room's gorgeous cathedral ceiling. Just a
few hundred feet from the Clark Pond Ski Loop, this site has
long been a mecca of winter sports and the new building
promises to further this tradition. Plans are in the works to
connect the site with the ski trails at Oak Hill, creating a perfect
day trip from campus, with the promise of a warm meal and a
spectacular surrounding.

More than its grandeur, location or
functionality, the fact that it was
entirely conceived and built by
students will imbue the place with a
magic unique to this project. As
generations of Dartmouth community
members enjoy the Class of 1966
Lodge, the knowledge that students
built it will serve to inspire and awe
its visitors, and that magic will warm
the space better than any woodstove.

Facts
- 7,500 linear ft. of white spruce
from the Grant
- Footprint approx. 77x44 ft. (3800
sq. ft. incl. sleeping loft)
- 500 student and alumni workers
- 3.5 years of work
- Original chimney and fireplace
refurbished
- Gas lights, range & oven
- Capacity 50-60 people
- Construction and maintenance
underwritten by a gift from the
Class of 1966

More News from Classmates
John Harbaugh is doing a lot of travelling: “Four high
school students of German, one College student, and I
are bound to the Rhineland this June to live with families
in Cologne and take weekend bike trips along the river.  
We’ve been training by biking over Florida’s causeways.  
Last spring vacation Pam and I cycled along the Neckar
River beginning at its source in the Black Forest and following it to Mannheim on the Rhine.  This fall Pam and I
shall visit daughter Brooke, a Fulbright teacher of English
in Argentina.”
Thanks for all your news...and stay tuned for more from Bob Page, Gary Broughton, Jim Cason, and
Robo Cleary in the September issue.  Please remember to use the electronic green card on the Class
of 1966 website.  It’s easy...and makes the job of transcription for your editor easier as well.
Dartmouth College Fund
Head Agent Bob Spence reports, “This year our Class donated $250,000
with a 47% participation rate. The DCF raised $47 million with an equal
participation rate. While impressive, as with the DCF, the Class came up
short of its goals of $275,000 and 52%. In many ways this past year was
a challenging one, as only thirteen classes had an increase in participation rates.
For those of you who participated, thank you; the next issue of Along Route ‘66 will include an honor
roll of this year’s contributors.  And thanks to the class agents who gave generously of their time in the
effort to support the College and Class efforts.
What next year’s DCF will produce no one knows, especially given the Class’ commitment to fund the
Class of 1966 Lodge. Teamwork, using past experience, trying to achieve the Class goals as defined,
and taking individual pride in developing the basis upon which others might succeed fulfilling their own
dreams, will drive our Class effort. Our individual decisions will influence the success or failure of their
future. Failure is not an option. We are Dartmouth and Dartmouth relies on our support. I hope you will
look at a new section of the DCF website (www.dartmouthcollegefund.org and click on “See the Impact
of Your Gift”) to better understand how every contribution helps the College.  Please help in the coming
year.”
On behalf of the entire class, thanks to Bob for his continuing service in what is the hardest job of all the
class officers.
Dues Mailing
Over the next six to eight weeks, you will be receiving in your mail the annual
dues notice from Treasurer Tim Urban. As indicated in the cover letter that
accompanies the form, dues provide funds for class newsletters and other
mailings to keep us connected, annual subscriptions to the award-winning
Dartmouth Alumni Magazine, and special class projects, including the two John
Sloan Dickey Class of 1966 Fellows, the annual contribution to the Dartmouth
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Athletic Sponsors’ Program, the Memorial Book Program in recognition of deceased classmates, the
Class of 1966 Scholarship Fund, and now the Class of 1966 Lodge.
So please send in your $50 dues and $16 contribution to class projects as soon as you get the mailing.
THANKS!!
Results of Association of Alumni Election
A record number of Dartmouth alumni voted to elect new leadership of the Association of Alumni, a
slate committed to ending a lawsuit challenging the Board of Trustees’ authority to increase the number
of “charter” trustees.  Every member of the “Unity” slate of candidates for the eleven-member executive
committee was elected with approximately 60 percent of the votes cast.  With 24,940 ballots submitted,
a record number of Dartmouth College’s more than 65,000 alumni (38 percent) participated in the election: 16,397 ballots were cast online (66 percent) and 8,543 ballots (34 percent) were voted by paper,
including 65 cast in-person at the June 10 Association meeting.
Alumni also voted to accept the proposed change to the association constitution to allow all-media voting by a vote of 19,821 “yes” to 3,017 “no”, an 86 percent margin of victory.  The amendment required a
two-thirds supermajority of voting alumni to pass.
Alumni Council Meeting
The 196th meeting of the Dartmouth Alumni Council was held in Hanover from May 15 to May 17.  
Thanks to Hank Amon ’65 for his minutes:
Admissions Update
Dean of Admissions and Financial Aid, Maria Laskaris ‘84, gave the Council a full rundown on the numbers for the Class of 2012 and noted this was the toughest year ever for getting into selective colleges.
Highlights are as follows:
*Dartmouth offered admission to 2,190 applicants from a pool of 16,536, the largest ever, and a
16.6 percent increase from the year before;
*The Class of 2012 is the most diverse ever, with 4 percent Native American, 14.6 percent Asian,
7.7 percent Latino and 8.9 percent African-American, for a total of 36 percent who are identified
as “people of color”;
*Legacies make up 11.2 percent of the Class, up several points from the year before;
*International students make up 8.5 percent of the Class, coming from 40 countries
*Some 46.4 percent of the class will receive financial aid.
Laskaris described the policy changes in financial aid that have recently been announced by the College and reported in the news: no tuition will be charged to students coming from families earning less
than $75,000 a year; need-blind admission has been expanded to include international students; and the
financial aid packages, including grants instead of loans, for the Class of 2012. One new variable in 2008
was that, since Harvard and Yale had dispensed  with early admissions, several hundred students were
in the regular  applicant pool that in a previous year might have already been accepted early by Harvard
or Yale.
New Dean of the College Tom Crady
The Council had the opportunity to meet with Tom Crady, the recently named Dean of the College.  Crady
came to Hanover from Grinnell College in Iowa.  He made the following points during our meeting:
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*Student groups with whom he has met (and there have been several) all  say they love Dart
mouth.  He said that, in his considerable experience, you just don’t hear that.  But the students
do have concerns.
*The Committee of Standards. Crady intends to look at the judicial system more closely.
*Alcohol policy.  Crady said the alcohol policy at every school should be reviewed regularly.  He
said the policy should not be punitive. Alcohol policy should be “safe, realistic and enforceable.”
*Sororities.  There ought to be an equal number of sororities to fraternities.  There are more
women in sororities than men in fraternities.  This situation is exacerbated by Beta Theta Pi returning to campus and re-occupying its house, which had been leased to a sorority.
Athletic Recruiting, Admissions and the Ivy League
*The recruiting process at all colleges now starts earlier than ever. Prospects are identified by
their sophomore year in high school, and many are committing to schools in their junior sum
mers.
*Starting with a field of some 300 in the sophomore year, coaches travel to see as many as pos
sible play at top competitive tournaments and over time narrow the field to 60 or so. The final
number offered admission might be five or six.
*Coaches’ conversations in the senior fall, when recruits are weighing offers from different
schools, use the terminology “likely, probable, or unlikely” that you’ll get into Dartmouth.  Coaches try to give an idea of what any financial aid package will look like.
Alumni Liaison Committee
This Committee has been formed to be a link between the alumni and the College. The ALC’s goal is
to distill and distribute alumni sentiment.  When Councilors receive emails from constituents, they will
forward these and their responses, with the category in the subject line, to the Alumni Liaison Committee.  These messages will then be reviewed and catalogued.
New Alumni Council Officers
The Alumni Council elected Janine Avner ‘80 of Los Angeles as president-elect.  Tom Callahan ‘84
of Alexandria, VA, was elected to the Alumni Liaison Committee and Rick Allen ‘75 of Bethesda, MD,
and Tracey Salmon-Smith ‘87 of Manalapan, NJ, were elected to the Council’s Nominating and Alumni
Trustee Search Committee.

The Class of 1966 thanks Hank for representing our class over the last three years.  In December,
Wayne LoCurto will assume responsibility for our class at future Alumni Council meetings.
Other Dartmouth News
Dartmouth Alumni Magazine has been named the Grand Gold Medal Newsweek Robert Sibley Magazine of the Year by the Council for the Advancement and Support of Education. This marks DAM’s
fifth Sibley and first since 1993. DAM now has more Magazine of the Year titles than any other alumni
magazine.
“You will need to become agents of change,” said President of Liberia Ellen Johnson-Sirleaf to the
more than 1,700 recipients of degrees during a sunny Commencement on June 8. Africa’s first elected
female president, Johnson-Sirleaf was also one of eight individuals—including Nobel Prize winner
Thomas Cech, actress Cicely Tyson, and alumni Ralph Manuel ‘58 and Richard Hill ‘41, Tuck ‘42—to
receive an honorary degree.
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Class of 1966 Homecoming Mini-Reunion—October 17-18, 2008
Get set for our annual Class of 1966 Mini-Reunion for Homecoming! The weekend will include a Friday supper at the Class of
1966 Lodge, a Saturday morning Class meeting and brunch at Paul and Margo Doscher’s, a post game reception at the
Hanover Inn, and a Class cocktail party and dinner at the Norwich Inn Saturday evening.  In addition to the football game,
there will be field hockey, soccer and cross country events, as well as other cultural/entertainment options for you to choose
from.  Please return the bottom portion of this page with your check made out to Dartmouth Class of 1966 by October 3,
2008. Please check out the College website at www.dartmouth.edu for an up-to-date and complete schedule of events:
Date

Time

Event

October 17

2:00 PM

Hike up Moose Mountain from Class of 1966 Lodge

4:30 PM

‘Tails & Supper at Class of 1966 Lodge

			

7:00 PM			

Parade of the Classes and Bonfire. Meet at Memorial Field.

October 18

10:00 AM

Class Meeting and Brunch at Paul and Margo Doscher’s

12:30 PM

Football Game vs. Holy Cross (order tickets directly from Dartmouth
using ticket application sent by mail or DCAC website).  Specify
Class of 1966 section.

4:00 PM

Post-game Reception, Wheelock Room, Hanover Inn
(by tradition, Classes of ’64, ’65 , ’67 and ‘68 also invited)

6:00 PM

Class cocktails at Norwich Inn

7:00 PM

Class Dinner at Norwich Inn
Presentation by Class of 1966 John Sloan Dickey
Fellowship recipient(s) and/or Dartmouth Athletic
Sponsors recipient(s)

				
Directions to Paul and Margo Doscher’s Home
Cross
bridge
from
Hanover
to
Norwich.
				
   Proceed west to Norwich Inn. Take first left past Inn onto Beaver Meadow Road.
Proceed one mile then take sharp right onto Brigham Hill Road.  At top of hill turn left onto Tilden Hill Road.  First driveway on
left is Doscher’s. Phone: 802-649-2901

__________________________________________________
PLEASE RETURN BY OCTOBER 3, 2008

To:  Terry Lowd
        PO Box 124
        New Harbor, ME 04554

Terry’s contact info:  207-677-2024
Lowd@midcoast.com

Yes, I plan to join you and other ‘66ers for our Mini-Reunion October 17-18, 2008.   Please reserve space at the following
events:
Supper at the Class of 1966 Lodge for____people @ $10 = $______
Post-game Open Bar and Snacks at the Hanover Inn for _____adults @$10 = $ ______
Dinner at the Norwich Inn for ____ adults @ $50 each and _____ students/children @ $30 each + $______.
I am enclosing a check made out to the Dartmouth Class of 1966 for $_______ to cover the above.
                                                                              ___________________________________________
(Name and phone #)
      ___________________________________________
(Address)
Choice of Entrees for Dinner:    ______# Chicken Breast
                                    ______# Crab Cakes
       ______# Beef Roulade
Special dietary needs ____________________________
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Don’t Forget!
Send in Now
Your Sign-up Sheet for the
October 17-18
Homecoming Mini-Reunion

